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a b s t r a c t
Given an instance of the Steiner tree problem together with an optimal solution, we
consider the scenario where this instance is modified locally by adding one of the vertices
to the terminal set or removing one vertex from it. In this paper, we investigate the
problem of whether the knowledge of an optimal solution to the unaltered instance can
help in solving the locally modified instance. Our results are as follows: (i) We prove
that these reoptimization variants of the Steiner tree problem are NP-hard, even if edge
costs are restricted to values from {1, 2}. (ii) We design 1.5-approximation algorithms
for both variants of local modifications. This is an improvement over the currently best
known approximation algorithm for the classical Steiner tree problem which achieves an
approximation ratio of 1+ ln(3)/2 ≈ 1.55. (iii) We present a PTAS for the subproblem in
which the edge costs are natural numbers {1, . . . , k} for some constant k.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In traditional optimization theory, one considers the task to find an optimal or near-optimal solution to an input instance
of an optimization problem, where little or nothing is known in advance about this instance. But in many applications it
might be necessary to recompute a solution for some locally modified input instance, where the local modification reflects
some small change in the environment.
Technically, this leads to the theory of reoptimization problems. For an optimization problem U and a type of local
modifications lm – e.g., adding or deleting a single vertex in a graph or changing the cost of an edge in a edge-weighted
graph – the corresponding reoptimization problem lm-U is defined as follows: the input consists of an input instance I for U
together with an optimal solution for I , and a second instance I ′ for U that is a local modification of I according to lm, and
the objective is to find an optimal solution for I ′. Reoptimization problems have been studied for example for the TSP for
various types of local modifications in [1,2,4,5].
In this paper, we will deal with the reoptimization of the Steiner tree problem. The input for the Steiner tree problem
consists of a complete edge-weighted graph and a subset of the vertex set, the so-called terminals. The objective is now to
compute a minimum-cost tree connecting all terminals, and possibly containing some of the other vertices of the graph,
called non-terminals. The Steiner tree problem is a very prominent optimization problem with many practical applications,
see for example [10,12]. It is known to be APX-hard even if the edge costs are restricted to be 1 or 2 [3], and the best known
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approximation algorithm achieves an approximation ratio of 1 + ln(3)/2 ≈ 1.55 for general edge costs and 1.28 for edge
costs from {1, 2} [13].
Two reoptimization variants of the Steiner tree problemwhere the localmodification consists of adding one vertex to the
graph or deleting one vertex from the graph, respectively, were considered in [8]. In this paper, we will deal with another
type of local modifications which does not change the underlying graph, namely adding one vertex to the terminal set or
deleting one vertex from it. Our main results are as follows.
(i) We prove that these reoptimization variants of the Steiner tree problem are NP-hard, even if edge costs are
restricted to values from {1, 2}.
(ii) We design 1.5-approximation algorithms for both adding and deleting a terminal. This shows that reoptimization
really helps, since this is an improvement over the currently best knownapproximation algorithms for the classical
Steiner tree problem which achieve an approximation ratio of about 1.55.
(iii) We show that reoptimization can help even more in the case of restricted edge costs: We present a PTAS for the
subproblemwhere the edge costs are natural numbers from {1, . . . , k} for some constant k, whereas the classical
Steiner tree problem is APX-hard even with edge costs restricted to values from {1, 2}.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define the problem and present some observations on Steiner
trees. Section 3 contains our hardness results. In Sections 4 and 5, we present approximation algorithms for decreasing and
increasing the size of the terminal set, respectively. Section 6 presents the PTAS for the case of restricted edge costs and
Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Preliminaries
Given a simple graph G, we denote its set of vertices with V (G) and its set of edges with E(G). The degree of a vertex
v ∈ V (G) is degG(v). If G′ is a subgraph of G, we write G′ ⊆ G. We consider weighted graphs where a cost function cG is
defined on the edges. For simplicity, we omit the index G if it is clear from the context. The notation c(G) denotes the sum
of all edge costs in the graph G. For the result of removing an edge e from the graph G or the result of adding an extra edge
e, we simply write G− e or G+ e, respectively; analogously, for a graph Gwithout a vertex v and without all edges incident
to v, we write G− v. For two graphs G1 and G2, we denote by G1 + G2 the graph (V (G1) ∪ V (G2), E(G1) ∪ E(G2)).
We describe a path in a graph as a sequence of vertices. The length of a path is its number of edges. In a shortest path, the
length of the path is minimized whereas in a cheapest path its cost is minimized. Thus the cheapest path connecting two
vertices is at least as long as the shortest path.
We call a complete graph G = (V , E) with edge cost function c : E → Q+ metric, if the edge costs satisfy the triangle
inequality
c({u, v}) ≤ c({u, w})+ c({w, v})
for all u, v, w ∈ V . For a complete graph G = (V , E)with an arbitrary edge cost function c : E → Q+, we define themetric
closure of c as the function c˜ : E → Q+ where c˜({u, v}) is defined as the weight of the cheapest path in (G, c) from u to v.
Observe that (G, c˜) is metric.
Definition 1. Given a graph G = (V , E), a cost function c : E → Q+, and a set of terminals S ⊆ V , a Steiner tree for (G, S, c)
is any subgraph T of G such that T is a tree and S ⊆ V (T ).
A tree T is aminimum Steiner tree for (G, S, c), if T is a Steiner tree and c(T ) ≤ c(T ′), for all Steiner trees T ′ for (G, S, c).
The minimum Steiner tree problem on complete edge-weighted graphs (MinSTP for short) is the problem to find a
minimum Steiner tree for an input instance (G, S, c)where G is a complete graph.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V , E) be a complete graph with edge cost function c : E → Q+, let S ⊆ V be a set of terminals. A minimum
Steiner tree T for (G, S, c) is also a minimum Steiner tree for the metric closure (G, S, c˜). Moreover, any minimum Steiner tree T ′
for (G, S, c˜) can be transformed into a minimum Steiner tree for (G, S, c) by replacing any edge {u, v} of T ′ by the shortest path
from u to v in G according to c.
Proof. To be found in [12]. 
We now formally define the reoptimization variants of MinSTP which we consider in this paper, namely changing the
set of terminals.
Definition 2. Theminimum Steiner tree reoptimization problem with reduced terminal set, MinSTRP-RedTerm for short, is the
following optimization problem: Given a complete graph G = (V , E) with edge cost function c : E → Q+, two terminal
sets SN ⊂ SO ⊆ V such that |SO − SN | = 1, and a minimum Steiner tree TO for (G, SO, c), find a minimum Steiner tree TN for
(G, SN , c).
The minimum Steiner tree reoptimization problem with augmented terminal set, MinSTRP-AugTerm for short, is the
following optimization problem: Given a complete graph G = (V , E) with edge cost function c : E → Q+ represented
as a |V | × |V | cost matrix, two terminal sets SO ⊂ SN ⊆ V such that |SN − SO| = 1, and a minimum Steiner tree TO for
(G, SO, c), find a minimum Steiner tree for (G, SN , c).
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Our algorithms and most of the known approximation algorithms for the classical MinSTP only work for metric graphs
G. This is no restriction for MinSTP since the Steiner tree for an arbitrarily edge-weighted graph (G, c) and for its metric
closure (G, c˜) are related by Lemma 1. Therefore, also for the problems MinSTRP-AugTerm and MinSTRP-RedTerm we can
assume in the following, without loss of generality, that the given edge cost function c is metric. Furthermore, we assume
in the following, without loss of generality, that the given minimum Steiner tree TO does not contain any non-terminal of
degree 2. Due to the metricity of the considered input instances, such non-terminals can always be bypassed by a direct
edge without increasing the cost.
For the Steiner tree problem, and also for the reoptimization variants as defined above, we can also define a subproblem
where the cost of the edges is restricted by a constant-size set of integers. In the following we write [i] for the set of natural
numbers {1, 2, . . . , i}.We denote the respective variants restricted to edge costs from [r] by r-MinSTP, r-MinSTRP-AugTerm,
and r-MinSTRP-RedTerm.
Throughout the paper, we use the following notation: The input instances for our problems will consist of a complete
graph G = (V , E), two terminal sets SO and SN , and a metric edge cost function c. The given minimum Steiner tree will
always be denoted by TO and a minimum Steiner tree for the modified instances will be called TN . By OptO and OptN we
denote the costs of TO and TN , respectively. We refer to a Steiner tree computed by one of our algorithms as TA and denote
its costs with c(TA).
Before we start investigating the reoptimization variants, we observe some fundamental properties of minimal Steiner
trees.
Lemma 2. Let G be a complete graph with edge cost function c, let S ⊆ V (G) be a terminal set, let T be aminimum Steiner tree for
(G, S, c). Let e = {x, y} ∈ E(T ) such that x ∈ S. Let Tx be the connected component of T−e containing x, i.e., an inclusion-maximal
subtree of T rooted at x. Let Gx be the subgraph of G induced by V (Tx). Then Tx is a minimum Steiner tree for (Gx, S ∩ V (Tx), c).
Proof. To be found in [11]. 
The following lemma allows us to express the time complexity of some algorithms by using the number of terminals
rather than by using the total number of vertices.
Lemma 3. Let T be a minimal Steiner tree for the input instance (G, S, c). If degT (v) 6= 2 for all non-terminals v ∈ V (T ), then|V (T )| < 2 · |S|.
Proof. Each leaf of T is a terminal since otherwise wewould obtain a better solution by cutting that leaf from T . We want to
prove that T has at least asmany leaves as non-terminals. Let us first assume that T does not contain any terminal of degree 2.
Then T does not have any vertices of degree 2 at all.Wewill show that in this case at least half of the vertices have to be leaves.
LetV ′ denote the set of inner vertices of T . Then
∑
v∈V ′ degT (v) ≥ 3·|V ′|. On the other hand, the restriction of T to the vertices
fromV ′ obviously is again a treewhichwe denote by T ′. The tree T ′ has |V ′|−1 edges and thus∑v∈V ′ degT ′(v) = 2·(|V ′|−1).
This implies that T has at least 3 · |V ′| − 2 · |V ′| + 2 = |V ′| + 2 leaves, i.e., more than half of the vertices are leaves.
We now deal with the general case of trees including terminals of degree 2. We can obtain a new tree T˜ from T using
the following strategy: as long as there are terminals of degree 2 in the tree, we choose one such terminal t and replace it
together with its incident edges {t, x} and {t, y} by the direct edge {x, y}. The resulting tree T˜ does not have any terminals
of degree 2, and thus, using the same argument as above, we can show that at least half of the vertices of T˜ are leaves, and
thus terminals. As T does not contain more non-terminals than T˜ , the claim follows. 
3. Hardness results
We provide a framework which enables us to show the NP-hardness of various reoptimization variants of the Steiner
tree problem.
Lemma 4. Let LM be a type of local modifications such that a deterministic algorithm can transform some efficiently solvable
input instance (G′, S ′, c ′) for MinSTP into any given input instance (G, S, c) for 2-MinSTP using a polynomial number of local
modifications of type LM, then the problem MinSTP-LM is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce 2-MinSTP to MinSTP-LM by means of a polynomial-time Turing reduction, i.e. we assume that we have
a polynomial-time algorithm for MinSTP-LM and use it for constructing a polynomial-time algorithm for 2-MinSTP. Since
2-MinSTP is known to be NP-hard in the strong sense [9], such a reduction implies the NP-hardness of MinSTP-LM.
Let (G, S, c) be an arbitrary instance for 2-MinSTP. Let l be the number of local modifications of type LM needed for
transforming the efficiently solvable MinSTP instance (G′, S ′, c ′) into (G, S, c). We assume that we have a polynomial-time
algorithm A solving MinSTP-LM. Starting with (G′, S ′, c ′) and applying A exactly l− 1 times, we can find an optimal solution
for (G, S, c). This is obviously possible in polynomial time. 
Note that we use a polynomial-time Turing reduction (also called Cook reduction) for showing the NP-hardness.
Therefore, strictly speaking, from our proof we cannot conclude NP-completeness, see [9].
Theorem 1. The problems MinSTRP-AugTerm and MinSTRP-RedTerm are strongly NP-hard.
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Proof. Let (G, S, c)be an arbitrary input instance for 2-MinSTP. For bothproblemsMinSTRP-AugTermandMinSTRP-RedTerm,
we will give an efficiently solvable input instance and a simple algorithm to transform the instance into (G, S, c). Applying
Lemma 4 then directly implies the NP-hardness of these problems. Let S = {s1, s2, . . . , sl}.
To show the hardness of MinSTRP-AugTerm, we consider the graph ({s1},∅), which is the unique minimum Steiner tree
for (G, {s1}, c). Adding all vertices s2 to sl successively to the terminal set, i.e. solving l− 1 instances of MinSTRP-AugTerm,
is sufficient to transform (G, {s1}, c) into (G, S, c).
Analogously, the problemMinSTRP-RedTerm is NP-hard sincewe can solve the instance (G, V (G), c) ofMinSTP optimally
by computing a minimum spanning tree. Obviously, successively removing the |V (G)\S| vertices not belonging to S from
the terminal set is sufficient and we can again apply Lemma 4.
We only considered cost functions that assign costs 1 or 2 to the edges. This shows that even the variants of the problems
with restricted edge costs are NP-hard. Following [9], this implies the strong NP-hardness of the problems. 
4. Decreasing the Number of Terminals
Our approximation algorithm forMinSTRP-RedTerm is based on the following idea. It removes themost expensive edges
from the givenminimumSteiner tree, contracts those components of the resulting forest that contain terminals into vertices
and calculates a minimum Steiner tree to cover those vertices. Finally, it uses the calculated Steiner tree to re-connect the
forest which yields a feasible solution for the given input.
Formally, we define the contraction of subgraphs similarly to the standard contraction of edges (see e.g. [14]).
Definition 3. Let G be a complete graph with edge cost function c . The contraction of a subgraph C of G into a vertex v yields
the multigraph G′ with V (G′) = (V (G)− V (C)) ∪ {v}. Each edge between two vertices of C is transformed into a loop at v,
and the edges from vertices in C to a vertex y outside C are transformed into a multiedge from v to y.
Obviously, when contracting a subgraph C of G each edge from E(G) can be bijectivelymapped to an edge of the resulting
multigraph G′. Therefore, we do not distinguish between the two edge sets and the cost functions of the two graphs.
The Steiner tree problem for multigraphs can be treated analogously to the Steiner tree problem for simple graphs since
we can ignore the loops and consider only the cheapest simple edge from each multiedge.
This contraction technique will be used in Algorithm 1 for approximating MinSTRP-RedTerm.
Algorithm 1. A terminal becomes a non-terminal
Input: A metric graph G, a cost function c , a terminal set SO ⊆ V (G), a minimum Steiner tree TO ⊆ G for (G, SO, c) and a new terminal set SN := SO − {t}
for some terminal t ∈ S.
1: Obtain a forest F by removing one edge incident to t and the min{2 · dlog2 |V (G)|e, |E(TO)| − 1}most expensive of the remaining edges from TO .
2: Remove all components without vertices from SN from F . Let l be the number of remaining components.
3: Obtain the multigraph G′ by contracting the components C1, C2, . . . , Cl of F to v1, v2, . . . , vl in G.
4: Calculate a minimum Steiner tree T ′ for (G′, {v1, v2, . . . , vl}, c ′).
Output: TA = T ′ ∪ F
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 runs in O(|V (G)|4.17) time and achieves an approximation ratio of 1.5 for MinSTRP-RedTerm.
Proof. In the following, we assume that |E(TO)| > 2 · dlog2 ne + 1 and thus 2 · dlog2 ne + 1 edges are removed, where
n = |V (G)| is the number of vertices of the input graph. Otherwise, Algorithm 1 yields an optimal solution. We distinguish
three cases depending on the degree of the vertex t ∈ SO − SN in TO.
Case 1: Assume degTO(t) ≥ 3. In this case, we show that TO — and, therefore, TA — is a 1.5-approximate solution: note
that the deleted edges in Algorithm 1 form a feasible Steiner tree for (G′, {v1, v2, . . . , vl}, c ′) and, therefore,
c(TA) ≤ OptO. Let p be the cheapest path from t to another terminal. Then, since degTO(t) ≥ 3, there exist three
edge-disjoint paths from t to terminals in TO and thus c(TO) ≥ 3 · c(p). On the other hand, since TN +p is a solution
for (G, S, c), we know OptN + c(p) ≥ OptO. Therefore, OptN ≥ 2 · c(p) and thus
OptO
OptN







Case 2: Assume degTO(t) = 2. The Steiner tree TO where d(t) = 2 has the form as depicted in Fig. 1.
The trees Ta and Tb are the left and the right subtrees of TO rooted at t . Let p be the cheapest path from t to some
terminal in TO. Without loss of generality, let p contain the edge a. We define analogously p′ as the cheapest path
to a terminal in TO starting at t and containing the edge b. We distinguish two sub-cases concerning the cost of p.
Case 2.1: Assume c(p) ≤ OptN/2. Since TN + p is a solution for (G, SO, c), OptO ≤ OptN + c(p) ≤ 3OptN/2 and
thus OptO is at least a 1.5-approximation for (G, SN , c).
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Fig. 1. A Steiner tree with d(t) = 2.
Case 2.2: AssumeOptN/2 < c(p). In this case, c(p) = OptN/2+α·OptN for some0 < α. Let p˜ and p˜′ be the shortest
(with respect to the number of edges) paths from t to a terminal, containing the edges a and b, respectively. Let
e be a function determining the length of a path, i.e. its number of edges. Obviously,
c(p˜)+ c(p˜′) ≥ 2 · (1/2+ α) · OptN .
The trees Ta and Tb have at least 2e(p˜) and 2e(p˜
′) vertices, respectively, since all non-terminals have degree at
least 3. Therefore, the length of p˜, as well as the length of p˜′, is at most dlog2 ne. Let Er denote the set of edges
removed from TO by the algorithm. Then c(Er) ≥ c(p˜) + c(p˜′) holds since Er contains the 2 · dlog2 ne most
expensive edges from TO.
Removing one edge from a forest increases the number of components exactly by one. Therefore, TO−Er has
exactly |Er | + 1 components. Let Tˆ be the Steiner tree re-connecting these components (Line 4 in Algorithm 1).
Certainly, the cost c(Tˆ ) cannot be larger than OptN . Therefore, the costs of the new tree composed from all
components and Tˆ are at most
OptO − 2 · 12 · OptN − 2α · OptN + OptN = OptO − 2α · OptN .
Since
OptO − 2α · OptN
OptN
≤ OptN + c(p)− 2α · OptN
OptN
= OptN + OptN/2+ (α − 2α) · OptN
OptN
= 3OptN/2− α · OptN
OptN
< 3/2,
we can be sure that the new solution is at least a 1.5-approximation. Thus, by removing edges Er from TO and
re-connecting in the described manner, Algorithm 1 yields a 1.5-approximation.
Case 3: Assume degTO(t) = 1. In this case, there is exactly one v ∈ V (G) such that e = {t, v} ∈ E(G) is incident to
t . Moreover, e ∈ Er since at least one edge incident to t is removed by the algorithm. We distinguish two cases
depending on whether v is a terminal or not.
Case 3.1: Assume that v is a terminal. Then TO − e is a minimum Steiner tree for (G, (S ∪ {v})− {t}, c) according
to Lemma 2. Moreover, the Steiner tree computed by the algorithm cannot be more expensive than TO − e.
Case 3.2: Assume that v is a non-terminal. Sincewe excluded non-terminals of degree 2,we know that degTO(v) ≥
3 and thus degTO−{t}(v) ≥ 2. Since TO is a minimum Steiner tree for (G, SO, c) containing v, it is also optimal for
(G, SO ∪ {v}, c). Lemma 2 shows that TO − e is a minimum Steiner tree for (G, (SO ∪ {v}) − {t}, c). Noting
that the proof of case 2.2 only considered 2 · dlog2 ne of the edges from Er , i.e. all edges except e, we can
conclude, analogously to the cases 1 and 2, that the algorithm computes a 1.5-approximate Steiner tree for
(G, ((SO ∪ {v})−{t})−{v}, c). Obviously, SN = SO−{t} = ((SO ∪ {v})−{t})−{v}which completes the proof.
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the exact calculation of a minimum Steiner tree connecting the
components.
In order to keep the time complexity polynomial, we exploit the fact that the number of components is small and that
each of them corresponds to exactly one terminal in the contracted graph. Let n be the number of vertices and k be the
number of terminals. Then the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm for computing the minimum Steiner tree [7] runs in time
O
(
n3 + n2 · 2k + n · 3k) .
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Wehave to compute a Steiner treewith 2·dlog2 ne+1 terminals and atmost n vertices. Thus, the asymptotic time complexity
of the computation is
O
(
n3 + n2 · 22·log2 n + n · 32·log2 n) .
The dominant part is
n · 32·log2 n = n · (2log2 3)2·log2 n = n2·log2 3+1 < n4.17
and thus the time complexity is at most O(n4.17). It is easy to see that no other step of Algorithm 1 increases the asymptotic
time complexity. 
5. Increasing the number of terminals
Instead of removing a terminal from the set S, we can also add a non-terminal to S. For this local modification we present
a very simple linear-time 1.5-approximation algorithm. Our focus is on the time complexity since a 1.5-approximation
follows easily from the results in [8] where an approximation algorithm for adding vertices to the graph is presented. We
can assume that the new terminal is not in the given optimal solution, because otherwise that solution is already optimal
for the modified instance. On the other hand, removing the new terminal from the graph and adding it again using the
approximation algorithm from [8] yields the desired result. However, this algorithm has superquadratic time complexity.
We again assume that the given minimum Steiner tree TO does not contain non-terminals of degree 2.
The idea of our algorithm is simply to take the old solution and to add the cheapest edge that connects the new terminal
with the given tree.
Algorithm 2. Declaring a non-terminal to be a terminal
Input: A metric graph G, a cost function c , a terminal set SO ⊆ V (G), a minimum Steiner tree TO ⊆ G for (G, SO, c) and a new terminal set SN := SO ∪ {t}
for some non-terminal t ∈ V (G)\SO .
1: if t ∈ V (TO) then
2: TA := TO
3: else
4: Let e = {u, t} be an edge of minimum cost such that u ∈ V (TO)
5: TA := TO + e
6: end if
Output: TA
Theorem 3. Algorithm 2 can be implemented to run in O(|SN |) time and achieves an approximation ratio of 1.5 for
MinSTRP-AugTerm.
Proof. In the case that t ∈ V (TO), the claim is obvious, so we will concentrate on the case t /∈ V (TO) here.
Let f = (s, t) be the cheapest edge connecting a terminal s ∈ SO with t and let c(TA) be the cost of the solution calculated
by Algorithm 2.
If c(f ) ≤ OptO/2 holds, then c(TA) ≤ 3OptO/2 ≤ 3OptN/2 since c(e) ≤ c(f ) and OptO ≤ OptN . Thus, in the remainder of
the proof we assume that c(f ) > OptO/2.
We first consider the case where t has exactly one neighbor in TN . If that neighbor is a terminal, then Lemma 2 shows
that Algorithm 2 calculates an optimal solution. If that neighbor is a non-terminal, say v, its degree is, as already mentioned
above, at least three. Since d(v) ≥ 3, there are two edge-disjoint paths from v to terminals z and z ′ from SO. Let b = {v, z}
and b′ = {v, z ′} be the edges connecting v with these terminals, see Fig. 2. Due to the metricity, these edges are at most as
expensive as the corresponding paths. We denote the edge {v, t} by a.
Since TN − a is a solution for (G, SO, c),
OptN ≥ OptO + c(a). (1)
Since a and b aswell as a and b′ connect t with a terminal, each of these paths connects t to TO and thus is at least as expensive
as the edge chosen in line 4 of the algorithm, i.e. assuming without loss of generality that c(b′) ≥ c(b) holds, we have
c(TA) ≤ OptO + c(a)+ c(b). (2)
Since b and b′ are shortcuts of two edge-disjoint paths in TN , we know that OptN ≥ c(b)+ c(b′) and thus




OptO + c(a)+ c(b) ≤
(1)
OptN + c(b) ≤
(3)
3OptN/2.
The resulting approximation ratio is obviously 3/2.
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Fig. 2. The situation in the proof of Theorem 3 where degTN (t) = 1 holds and the neighbor of t is a non-terminal.
The remaining case where t has more than one neighbor in TN can easily be reduced to the previous case by introducing
a new non-terminal v such that c({v,w}) = c({t, w}) for all w ∈ V (G) and c({v, t}) := 0.1 Now t has only one neighbor,
namely v, and all edges incident to t in TN now are replaced by edges incident to v.
It is easy to see that the time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the search for a minimum-cost edge between
t and TO, which can be implemented in O(|V (TO)|) time since the cost function is represented by a cost matrix. Since we can
assume that TO does not have non-terminals of degree 2, we have |V (TO)| ∈ O(|SN |) according to Lemma 3, thus proving our
claim. 
Please note that the above analysis of the running time of Algorithm 2 relies on the assumption that the given Steiner
tree does not contain non-terminals of degree 2. Since all degree-two non-terminals can be removed from a Steiner tree in
time linear in the number of vertices, a similar analysis leads to a running time of O(|V (TO)|) for inputs not satisfying this
assumption.
6. A PTAS for restricted edge costs
In this section, we consider the restricted subproblems r-MinSTRP-AugTerm and r-MinSTRP-RedTerm, i.e., the variants
restricted to input instances with edge costs from [r]. For any ε > 0, we construct a (1 + ε)-approximative algorithm for
r-MinSTRP-AugTerm and r-MinSTRP-RedTerm, respectively. The algorithm either calculates an optimal solution without
using the old optimum if the number of terminals is small, or the old optimum (augmented by an extra edge for
r-MinSTRP-AugTerm) is a good approximation.
Algorithm 3. PTAS for r-MinSTRP-AugTerm and r-MinSTRP-RedTerm
Input: A metric graph G, a constant r ∈ N, a cost function c : E(G) → [r], a terminal set SO ⊆ V (G), a minimum Steiner tree TO ⊆ G for (G, SO, c), and
either, for r-MinSTRP-AugTerm, a vertex t ∈ V (G) − SO and a new terminal set SN = SO ∪ {t} or, for r-MinSTRP-RedTerm, a vertex t ∈ SO , and a new
terminal set SN = SO − {t}.
1: Let k := d1/εe.
2: if |SN | ≤ r · k then
3: Use the Dreyfus–Wagner algorithm to compute an optimal solution TA for (G, SN , c).
4: else
5: Let TA := TO .
6: In the case of r-MinSTRP-AugTerm, add t and an (arbitrary) edge from {{t, v} | v ∈ V (TO)} to TA .
7: end if
Output: TA
We show that Algorithm 3 is even an efficient PTAS in the sense of the following definition from [6].
Definition 4. An approximation algorithm for an optimization problem is an efficient PTAS if it computes a (1 + ε)-
approximative solution in time O (f (ε) · nc) for some computable function f and some constant c.
Theorem 4. Algorithm 3 is an efficient PTAS for r-MinSTRP-AugTerm and for r-MinSTRP-RedTerm.
Proof. For showing that the approximation ratio of Algorithm 3 is 1 + ε, we can assume without loss of generality that
|SN | > r · k holds, because otherwise the algorithm computes an optimal solution. In this case, the cost of an optimal
solution is at least r · k, because the cost of each edge is at least one.
1 Note that we use a slightly expanded definition of the MinSTP here since edge cost of 0 are usually not allowed.
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For r-MinSTRP-AugTerm, adding one edge costs at most r , i.e., c(TA) ≤ OptO + r . Thus, the approximation ratio is
c(TA)
OptN
≤ OptO + r
OptN





r · k ≤ 1+ ε.
For r-MinSTRP-RedTerm, we know that OptO ≤ OptN+ r since adding one edge to TN yields a valid solution for (G, SO, c).
The approximation ratio of Algorithm 3 for r-MinSTRP-RedTerm is thus
c(TA)
OptN





r · k = 1+ ε.
According to [7], the time complexity of calculating an optimal solution in line 3 of Algorithm 3 is in O(n2 ·3r·k). The time
complexity of the remaining parts is negligible. Since r is a constant and we fix k as soon as we choose ε, all requirements
for an efficient PTAS are fulfilled. 
7. Conclusion
In real applications, one usually has experience with solving situations that are similar to the current one. The question
of principal interest is how much such experience can help in searching for a good solution to an actual problem instance.
As we have shown in our simplified scenario here, the answer may differ from problem to problem, and it may also depend
on how the hardness of a problem is measured.
For the Steiner tree problem with bounded edge costs, one can move from the APX-hardness of the original problem to
a PTAS for the reoptimization variant. On the other hand, the reoptimization problem with its additional knowledge can be
as hard as the original problem from some point of view; reoptimizing the Steiner tree problem remains NP-hard even for
edge costs restricted to the values 1 and 2.
Hence, the main research focus is on investigating (i) what kind of additional knowledge (in the form of experience
in solving similar problem instances) can be helpful for efficiently getting high-quality solutions for discrete optimization
problems, and (ii) for which optimization problems such additional knowledge helps at all.
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